
 
 

Joyce Solutions Limited becomes the first ADISA Certified Service 
Data security risk management experts ADISA award first  

Certified Service status to migration experts Joyce Solutions Limited 
 

01 August 2014– The Asset Disposal and Information Security Alliance (ADISA) has 

announced that it has awarded Joyce Solutions Limited (JSC) ‘Certified Service’ status making 

JSC the first company to hold this award. 

 

ADISA are experts at managing risk within asset disposal services and are owners of the 
ADISA range of industry standards which cover a range of data processing services. 
 
Founder of ADISA, Steve Mellings picks up the story, “I initially audited JSC on behalf of an 
end user client and was immediately impressed by the professionalism shown at every stage of 
their process. The meticulous approach to what some would perceive as being a rather simple 
service meant that they passed all aspects of that initial risk assessment. Following discussion 
with Paul Joyce, it was clear that this crucial hardware management service suffered from the 
same inequalities as other data processing services which are covered by our range of 
Standards. “ 
 
JSC’s migration services include auditing, de-racking, packaging, secure transportation, and if 
required cabling services and project management before finally being released back to the 
data controller.  
 
Paul Joyce, founder of JSC adds “ADISA accreditation acknowledges and reinforces our 
commitment to the quality of services we provide and will help our customers to have the 
confidence they need to ensure their business is in safe hands.  In an industry saturated with 
providers and “specialists” we believe that it’s very important to be able to demonstrate an 
independently verified commitment and understanding to security and quality which recognises 
and embraces the security challenges that need to be met.  We’re very pleased to have been 
awarded the first service accreditation from ADISA and look forward to working closely with 
them to continually develop and evolve our relationship and understanding.” 
 
ADISA provides industry standards, which are moulding the service delivery landscape today. 
The benefits will extend to customers who work with JSC or any company certified by one of 
ADISA’s standards. 
 
JSC provides specialist Data Centre and IT infrastructure services to companies in the UK and 
Europe to help facilitate IT change, delivered to the highest levels of quality with minimum 
business impact.  To find out more information about the award and also about JSC visit 
www.joycesolutions.co.uk or www.adisa.org.uk 
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